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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 This Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study informed  the planning of growth areas for 

development in the emerging Teignbridge Local Plan. It provides a guide to the degree of 
sensitivity of different areas of landscape to built development and analyses their capacity 
to accommodate built development without unacceptable adverse effects.   

 
1.2 The Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment (2009) provides an analysis 

and classification of the landscape, identifying distinct Landscape Character Areas with a 
particular sense of place. The assessment aims to assist spatial planning and development 
management by providing an informed basis to understand and manage landscape 
change. The assessment  provides the basis for further, more detailed studies, including 
this landscape sensitivity and capacity study to inform the Local Plan process.  This 
document  can be found on the Teignbridge Council website: 
www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/designandheritage 

 
1.3 The Devon Historic Landscape Characterisation also helped inform this study by providing 

information on the components of the historic landscape and their significance. Devon 
County Council has also recently produced a ‘Devon Landscape Character Assessment’. 
The Devon assessment provides a wider, more strategic series of Landscape Character 
Areas, however for the purposes of this study the more fine-grainTeignbridge assessment 
has been used.  This document can be found on the Devon County website: 
www.devon.gov.uk/environment/heritage 

 
1.4 The saved Devon Structure Plan included Policy CO1 Landscape Character and Local 

Distinctiveness, which requires that policies and proposals within each part of Devon 
should be informed by, and be sympathetic to, its landscape character and quality; Policy 
CO2 National Parks, CO4 Areas of Great Landscape Value and CO5 Coastal Preservation 
Areas.  The adopted Teignbridge Local Plan (1989-2001) includes saved policies ENV1 
and ENV3 relating to Areas of Great Landscape Value (AGLV), ENV2 relating to Coastal 
Preservation Areas and policy ENV4 relating to Countryside.  AGLVs are identified as 
areas of high landscape quality having strong and distinctive characteristics which make 
them particularly sensitive to new development. The Proposed Submission (Nov 2012) 
Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2033 retains AGLV under policy EN2A and requires that 
development will be sympathetic to, and help to conserve and enhance, the natural and 
cultural landscape character of Teignbridge, in particular in AGLV. Policy EN2 
Undeveloped Coast, effectively replaces the Coastal Preservation Area policy. This study 
has had regard to the policies and designations in the adopted Teignbridge Local Plan and 
former Devon Structure Plan, and informs the emerging Proposed Submission Local Plan. 
It should be noted that the revocation order for the South West Regional Strategy came 
into effect on 20 May 2013. The order also led to the revocation of the Devon Structure 
Plan. 
 

1.5  In line with the NPPF, part of the Local Plan process involves the development of master 
plans to guide the provision of development within areas identified for strategic growth. 
Within Teignbridge, these growth areas were identified within the Core Strategy Preferred 
Options Jan 2012 and are focused around the main settlements, including the South West 
of Exeter, Newton Abbot, Teignmouth and Dawlish. Pressure for growth around Ashburton 
has also been identified, both within Dartmoor National Park and within the Teignbridge 
District planning area. In the interest of cross-boundary working and in the spirit of the 
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National Planning Policy Framework, a separate study of landscape sensitivity and 
capacity around Ashburton has been carried out using the same methodology. 

 
1.5  Within the Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment inherent sensitivity to 

change has been assessed at a broad scale for the Landscape Character Areas (LCAs), in 
terms of landscape character sensitivity and visual sensitivity. This refers to the inherent 
sensitivity of the landscape, irrespective of the type of change that may be under 
consideration and is most relevant in work at the strategic level. Inherent sensitivity varies 
across LCAs and indeed across Landscape Character Types and Land Description Units, 
which can all be relatively large areas of land. A more detailed study is therefore needed to 
assess sensitivity to a particular type of change, in this case built development. 

 
2.0 Methodology 
 
2.1 The methodology is based on Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England 

and Scotland: Topic Paper 6: Techniques and Criteria for Judging Capacity and Sensitivity 
(Countryside Agency & Scottish Natural Heritage 2004). It also takes into account the 
methodology from a number of more recent local studies, including the Exeter Fringes 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study (2007) and Torbay Landscape Character 
Assessment, Part 2 Sensitivity Analysis (Draft 2008). 

 
2.2 The Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment uses a ‘bottom-up’ approach, 

classifying the landscape into Land Description Units (the building blocks of the character 
assessment), generic Landscape Character Types and specific Landscape Character 
Areas. The Land Description Units (LDUs) are derived from the Devon County desk study 
of 2006, verified and amended by field work in the Teignbridge assessment. Key 
characteristics are identified and strategic guidelines set out, to help protect landscape and 
manage and plan landscape change. 

 
2.3 For the purposes of this study the LDUs are further subdivided into Landscape Zones to 

provide a suitable scale for identifying sensitivity to, and capacity for, built development. 
Sensitivity is defined in this study as the sensitivity of the landscape to the particular type 
of change (in this case built development). It is a combination of the sensitivity of the 
distinctive characteristics (including cultural and natural/ecological factors, condition and 
aesthetic characteristics) and visual sensitivity. It relates to robustness/vulnerability of 
landscape character to change. Capacity takes into account the sensitivity of the 
landscape and the perceptions/value attached to it and defines the amount of the 
particular change the landscape can accommodate without significant adverse effects.   

 
2.4 Process and Key tasks carried out for the Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study 

Desk study 
Included a review of existing information from the Teignbridge District Landscape 
Character Assessment and Devon Historic Landscape Characterisation, along with 
detailed mapped based information on geology and landform, land cover, natural and 
cultural factors for each of the growth areas.   
 
Definition of Landscape Zones 
The desk study information was used to define Landscape Zones based on subdivisions of 
the Land Description Units to reflect different characteristics within the LDUs. The 
Landscape Zones are broadly homogenous in terms of their landscape character and 
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general visibility in the wider landscape, however there may still be local variations across 
a zone e.g. in the degree of visibility, topography and vegetation cover. 
 
Computer Visibility Analysis 
Where the study area was sufficiently small and resources allowed, a computer based 
visual analysis was carried out to assist field survey work, in order to judge the relative 
visibility of zones. The computer analysis is based on a virtual grid of points 8m high to 
simulate new development. A map is produced showing the degree of visibility within an 
area up to 4km distant from each point, indicating the varying visibility across the area and 
within each zone. The analysis is based on a terrain model which does not take account of 
buildings and tree cover, but gives an indication of relative visibility. In the case of the 
South West of Exeter study, an analysis of visibility from a particularly important viewpoint, 
Haldon Belvedere, was also undertaken. 
 
Field survey 
Field survey work was carried out to verify the desk based definition of Landscape Zones 
and include information on visibility from publicly accessible roads, footpaths and 
viewpoints (both within the zone and inter-visibility with the surrounding landscape), 
visual/aesthetic characteristics, tranquility, condition, function and relationship between the 
zone and the settlement. The key distinctive characteristics are identified which define the 
zone e.g. openness, steep elevated ridges, field pattern & hedgerows, woodland, scattered 
historic farmsteads. The key distinctive characteristics are those which, if significantly 
altered, would result in overall change in the character of the zone. 
 
Assessment of Visibility 
Based on the desk study, computer visibility analysis (where appropriate) and field work, 
taking into account near and more distant views, buildings and tree cover, a judgement is 
made on the overall relative visibility of each zone. Visibility of the zone includes the 
features within it e.g. the buildings, trees and woodland. A wooded zone may be highly 
visible within the surrounding landscape for example. The effect of buildings and tree cover 
in obscuring views of the zone from the surrounding landscape are also taken into account. 
 
Assessment of Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity 
Taking into account the key distinctive characteristics of the zone, its visibility, function, 
relationship with the settlement and potential for mitigation/enhancement, a judgement is 
made, giving a sensitivity and capacity rating for each zone. The judgement of the relative 
sensitivity and capacity of the zones is set within the context of the Devon landscape, the 
South West and England. For example, whilst there are no very high sensitivity zones 
identified within the study area, there may be such zones elsewhere within Teignbridge 
District and elsewhere within Devon and the South West . Similarly, there are no high 
capacity zones identified within the study area, however such zones may exist within the 
urban areas and other brownfield sites of Teignbridge, Devon and the South West. 
 

2.5 Landscape Sensitivity 
A sensitivity rating is defined for each zone, based on the sensitivity of the landscape 
character to change and visual sensitivity.  The judgement reflects the sensitivity of 
individual aspects of landscape character including landform, land cover, enclosure form 
and pattern, tree cover, settlement form and pattern and other characteristic elements; and 
the aesthetic aspects of character including for example scale, complexity and diversity. 
Visual sensitivity is inter-related with, but separate from, landscape character e.g. a zone 
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may be highly visible in the wider landscape but with few sensitive landscape 
characteristics or conversely of low visibility but with highly sensitive characteristics. 
 
Overall judgements are not simply based on adding up the degree of sensitivity of 
individual factors. Some factors may be so important that they override others e.g. an 
exceptional natural or cultural feature or very important function, such as visual setting or 
separation of individual settlements. A justification is given for the overall sensitivity rating 
based on a balanced judgement of the various factors. 
 
Sensitivity rating: 
Low –  key distinctive characteristics are robust; typically a low density of 

sensitive features. 
Medium-Low –  key distinctive characteristics are resilient to change; typically occasionally 

occurring sensitive features. 
Medium -  key distinctive characteristics are susceptible to change; typically 

commonly occurring sensitive features. 
High-Medium – key distinctive characteristics are vulnerable to change; typically frequently 

occurring sensitive features. 
High -  key distinctive characteristics are very vulnerable to change; typically a 

high density of sensitive features. 
Very High -  Key distinctive characteristics are extremely vulnerable to change; typically 

a very high density of sensitive features 
 

2.6 Landscape Capacity 
A capacity rating for built development is defined for each zone, based on the sensitivity of 
the zone, the perceptions/values attached to it, the nature of the development and its 
effects on the distinctive characteristics and values. Designations are noted and are a 
factor in defining perceptions and values, however values are judged in an integrated way, 
taking account of perceptual aspects, sense of place and community value. The existing 
landscape designations of relevance to this study are Areas of Great Landscape Value 
and Coastal Preservation Areas. Other designations such as those for heritage or nature 
conservation are of relevance where they influence the value attached to the landscape. 
 
Overall judgements include a consideration of the potential opportunities for development, 
reasons for limiting development, key characteristics and features which should be 
retained and potential for mitigation. The threshold for change is the point at which 
development can be accommodated without significant adverse effects on distinctive 
characteristics and values. Capacity may also be affected by the amount of existing 
development e.g. where existing development covers much of the zone, capacity will be 
low even when sensitivity is low. 
 
Capacity rating: 
Very Low -  thresholds for change are extremely low and the zone is unable to 

accommodate development without significant adverse effects. 
Low -  thresholds for change are very low and the zone is only able to 

accommodate minor development without significant adverse effects. 
Medium-Low  thresholds for change are low and development can be accommodated only 

in limited locations. 
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Medium -  thresholds for change are intermediate with some capacity to accommodate 
development in some parts of the zone 

High-Medium thresholds for change are high and a significant proportion of the zone has 
capacity to accommodate development 

High -  thresholds for change are very high and much of the zone has capacity to 
accommodate development. 

 
3.0   Criteria for judging Sensitivity and Capacity 
 
3.1 Landscape Sensitivity analysis is based on judgements about landscape character 

sensitivity and visual sensitivity. 
 

Landscape Character Sensitivity- criteria: 
Natural factors –  landform and geological features, vegetation types including 

tree/woodland cover, hedgerows and semi-natural habitats, 
water features such as rivers, streams, ponds, marshes 

Cultural factors -  land use, settlement pattern/form and type, field pattern and, 
boundary type, historic landscape character, 
historic/archaeological features, roads/railways, tracks & paths 

Condition -  condition of individual elements and integrity/strength of 
character 

Aesthetic factors -  scale, enclosure, complexity, form & pattern, colour & texture 
 
Visual Sensitivity – criteria: 
Visibility -  visibility within the zone, taking account of landform and tree 

and woodland cover, inter-visibility with surrounding landscape 
Viewers -  number of publicly accessible viewpoints and viewers, within 

and outside the zone, taking account of accessibility & the 
type/sensitivity of viewer 

Enhancement/mitigation -  potential for mitigating potential visual impacts & enhancing 
character through use of landform, woodland, tree or 
hedgerow planting, vegetation/watercourse/wetland 
management, introduction of new features 

 
3.2 Landscape Capacity analysis is based on judgements about overall sensitivity, 

perceptions/values, the nature of the development and its effects on characteristics and 
values. 

 
 Landscape Capacity criteria: 

Perceptions/values - scenic qualities/sense of place, tranquility, natural and cultural 
values, designations, function/community values such as 
visual setting/separation, access or recreation 

Nature of development -  mixed built development including housing, employment, 
commercial with associated infrastructure, average height 
taken as 8m. 

Effects on character/value -  loss of distinctive characteristics and values and ability to 
retain; potential mitigation/enhancement of characteristics and 
values.  
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3.3 Presentation of results 
 
The South West of Exeter was the first study area completed and a test pilot for the  
methodology for the remainder of the study. This was produced in a detailed table format 
for each zone with detailed study sheets for each zone completed in the field. The 
remaining study areas were much larger in extent and once the method had been tested a 
simpler table format was used to summarise the results. The same method and process 
was used for all studies in both desk studies and field work.  
 

 

 
 
Fig. 1 Map of study areas in Teignbridge District context. 

 
 
4.0 South West of Exeter Study Area 
 
4.1 The study area lies to the south west of Exeter and forms part of an identified growth area 

for Exeter which includes parts of Exeter, East Devon and Teignbridge Councils. The 
whole study area falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value as defined in the Local 
Plan and within the Exe Estuary and Farmlands Landscape Character Area, identified in 
the Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment (2009). Two Landscape 
Character Types are represented within the study area; 3B-Lower Rolling Farmed and 
Settled Slopes and 4B-Unsettled Marine Levels. Two Land Description Units are 
represented; LDUs 509 and 89. The land adjoining the Teignbridge District boundary to 
the north falls within Exeter City Council’s administrative area and has been assessed as 
part of the Exeter Fringes Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study carried out for Exeter 
City Council in 2007. 
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4.2 The study area includes some of the key characteristics of the Exe Estuary and Farmlands 
Landscape Character Area: 

 
 Undulating landscape of small river valleys and dividing ridges; 
 Strong contrast between the deep red underlying soils, visible within ploughed fields 

and the network of green hedgerows and mature trees; 
 Estuarine views from ridges with the Haldon Ridge providing a backdrop; 
 Patchwork of medium to large-scale pasture and arable fields, delineated by often 

short or gappy hedgerows; 
 Network of sunken, winding lanes with often dense, high hedgebanks; 
 Extensive mixed woodland associated with designed landscapes and blocks on 

ridges and upper slopes; 
 Level, drained marshes close to Exminster, with coastal grassland divided by 

drainage ditches and with seasonal flooding. 

 
Fig.2 South West of Exeter Study Area showing landscape character derived from the Teignbridge 
District Landscape Character Assessment 2009. 

 
4.3 The visibility analysis  and visibility from Haldon Belvedere are illustrated on Figures 3 and 

4, the location and visibility of the landscape zones for the Edge of Exeter Study Area are 
illustrated on Fig. 5. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the overall sensitivity and capacity rating for 
each zone. Fig 8 is an Aerial Photograph of the South West of Exeter study area. 
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View across the flood plain 

Landscape Zone 1 
 
Character Description 
Low-lying, level floodplain of wet pasture and meadows adjacent to the River Exe and Exeter 
Canal and subject to seasonal flooding. Patchwork of mainly large, open fields enclosed by 
drains, hedgerows and tree belts with some areas of marsh and floodplain trees. Historic field 
enclosures and canal features. Bounded by major roads with tree belts and crossed by mainline 
railway and power line, but with almost no settlement apart from a farm/industrial unit on the 
edge. Some views of housing and sewage works on the edge of Exeter, but forms an important 
part of the setting to the city and retains a strong, floodplain character. 
 

 
 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity 
 
Landscape Zone 1 High High/ 

Medium 
Medium Medium/ 

Low 
Low 

Landscape Character Sensitivity 

Natural factors      
Cultural factors      
Condition/strength of character      
Aesthetic factors      

Visual Sensitivity 

Visibility      
Viewers      
 
Enhancement/mitigation potential 

 
Limited potential to mitigate through hedges/trees around 
small fields/near road embankments, otherwise floodplain 
character would be lost through need for drainage/land 
raising to protect development. Potential for enhancement 
through flooding/wetland creation. 
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Landscape Zone 1 
 

High High/ 
Medium 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

Overall Sensitivity Rating 

      
 
Justification 
 

 
Floodplain character is highly sensitive to built 
development, marshland and wet meadows are highly 
sensitive and the important recreational route means 
there are numerous viewers. The visual amenity and 
setting to city is important, with very limited mitigation 
potential without altering character. 
 

 
 
Perceptions/values 
 
Scenic qualities/sense of place      
Tranquillity      
Natural/cultural values      
Function/community values      
Designations      
 
Effects of built development on 
character/value 
 

Loss of floodplain character & natural/cultural value, loss 
of setting & visual amenity value. 

Overall Capacity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
Floodplain character is strong despite bordering and 
crossing transport routes and emphasised by almost 
complete absence of built development. There is very 
limited scope for development without damaging 
character and little ability to mitigate impacts. 
 

 

    Exeter Canal 
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Landscape Zone 2 
 
Character Description 
Elevated, open ridge with steep slopes and more gently undulating ridge top. Patchwork of 
medium to large pasture and arable fields with small woodlands, hedgerows and narrow 
winding lanes, and some historic field enclosures. Extensive views are gained from ridge top 
and steep slopes, both across the city to the north and the rural landscape to the south and 
west. The ridges and steep slopes are very important to the setting of the city. Settlement is 
limited to occasional modern farms and houses and the rural character is affected to an extent 
by modern infrastructure in the form of adjacent major roads, a power line, telecommunications 
masts and a landfill site.   
 

 
View over Exeter from ridge top 
 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity 
 
Landscape Zone 2 High High/ 

Medium 
 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

 
Landscape Character Sensitivity 
 
Natural factors      
Cultural factors      
Condition/strength of character      
Aesthetic factors      
 
Visual Sensitivity 
 
Visibility      
Viewers      
 
Enhancement/mitigation potential 

 
Some potential to mitigate and enhance through 
woodland & hedgerow planting and restoration of the 
landfill site, more difficult on open ridge. 
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Landscape Zone 2 
 
 

High High/ 
Medium 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

Overall Sensitivity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
Elevated, open character means ridge tops and steep 
slopes are highly sensitive visually. Steep slopes would 
make development prominent over a wide area & require 
alteration to landform. Natural features of high sensitivity 
in parts. Some potential to mitigate & enhance through 
hedgerow and woodland planting but limited on open, 
elevated ridge.  
 

 
 
Perceptions/values 
 
Scenic qualities/sense of place      
Tranquillity      
Natural/cultural values      
Function/community values      
Designations      
 
Effects of built development on 
character/value 
 

High potential for visual impact/loss of setting through 
building on high ground, potential impacts on landform, 
natural and cultural features. 
 

Overall Capacity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
The ridge and steep slopes are unable to accommodate 
development without significant adverse effects. The 
open, elevated location makes mitigation difficult. The  
ridge & steep slopes are important to the setting of the 
city and should be retained as a landscape setting. 
Important features of wildlife and historic interest should 
be retained. 
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Landscape Zone 3 
 
Character Description 
Valley landform with gently sloping sides leading up to low ridges. Small stream/drain in valley 
floor. Large-medium sized sub-regular fields of arable and pasture. Generally open with views 
across valley but with some narrow lanes with hedgebanks and belts of woodland along major 
roads to south and west. Historic earthwork on low ridge and occasional farms and houses, 
some historic. Rural character eroded to an extent by main roads and modern houses, with 
glimpses of the city to the north, but largely contained visually by valley landform. 
 

 
View east along valley 
 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity 
 
Landscape Zone 3 High High/ 

Medium 
 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

 
Landscape Character Sensitivity 
 
Natural factors      
Cultural factors      
Condition/strength of character      
Aesthetic factors      
 
Visual Sensitivity 
 
Visibility      
Viewers      
 
Enhancement/mitigation potential 

 
Some potential to mitigate through hedgerow and 
woodland planting, potential to enhance through wetland 
creation, pond, stream enhancement. 
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Landscape Zone 3 
 
 

High High/ 
Medium 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

Overall Sensitivity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
Gently undulating character & relative visual enclosure 
plus mitigation potential means parts are moderately 
sensitive and impacts would be limited, however there are 
some highly sensitive features which should be retained. 
 

 
 
Perceptions/values 
 
Scenic qualities/sense of place      
Tranquillity      
Natural/cultural values      
Function/community values      
Designations      
 
Effects of built development on 
character/value 
 

Potential loss/damage to natural and cultural features, 
loss of open character but potential to enhance with 
woodland, hedgerows and wetland features. 
 

Overall Capacity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
There are opportunities to accommodate development in 
parts and some capacity to integrate development within 
the valley landform to provide mitigation & 
enhancements. Important cultural and natural features 
such as the earthwork and stream should be retained and 
enhanced. 
 

 

 
View north to low ridge 
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Landscape Zone 4 
 
Character Description 
Undulating ridge and valley landscape with gently rolling ridge top and valley floor with some 
steep slopes on valley side. Patchwork of pasture, arable & woodland with large-medium sized 
fields. Hedgerows & winding lanes feature. Small stream and lake with trees and woodland form 
part of historic designed landscape. Earthworks and historic buildings feature among scattered 
farmsteads & houses, with an industrial area to the south-west, otherwise little development and 
rural in character, without visual links to the city, but bounded by major roads. The ridge slopes 
are highly visible from the adjacent A38 and the ridge top in long distance views from Haldon 
Belvedere, whilst much of the low-lying parts of the zone have limited visibility. 
 

 
View towards lake and woodland from public footpath 
 
 
 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity 
 
Landscape Zone 4 High High/ 

Medium 
 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

 
Landscape Character Sensitivity 
 
Natural factors      
Cultural factors      
Condition/strength of character      
Aesthetic factors      
 
Visual Sensitivity 
 
Visibility      
Viewers      
 
Enhancement/mitigation potential 

 
Some potential to mitigate and enhance through 
woodland and hedgerow planting and ponds/wetland. 
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Landscape Zone 4 
 
 

High High/ 
Medium 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

Overall Sensitivity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
Open ridge of high ground is visually sensitive in more 
distant views from Haldon Belvedere and adjacent A38. 
The more enclosed valley is highly sensitive for cultural 
and natural reasons. Some potential to mitigate but more 
difficult on open ridge. 
 

 
 
Perceptions/values 
 
Scenic qualities/sense of place      
Tranquillity      
Historic/wildlife values      
Function/community values      
Designations      
 
Effects of built development on 
character/value 
 

Potential loss of historic cultural and natural features & 
values in the valley. The open ridge is visually sensitive 
from important long distance views & mitigation more 
difficult due to landform. 
 

Overall Capacity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
There is limited capacity to accommodate development 
without damage to cultural and natural heritage and 
adverse visual impact on the open ridge. The integrity of 
the designed landscape, historic buildings and earthworks 
should be retained and there is potential for 
enhancement. Development on the open ridge would 
appear unrelated to the city or other existing settlements. 
Mitigation on the open ridge would take a long time to 
have an effect. 
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Landscape Zone 5 
 
Character Description 
Gently undulating ridges and valleys with a patchwork of medium to large pasture and arable 
fields. Small woods, hedgerows and streams occur. Narrow winding lanes, occasional modern 
houses, historic farm buildings and field enclosures and a significant earthwork are present. 
Views across the city are gained from the north facing slopes and the rural character is 
disturbed at the northern fringe by major roads with modern development  around The Devon 
Hotel and Matford Farm and by the landfill site roadway and the power line which crosses the 
zone. 
 

 
View towards Trood House 
 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity 
 
Landscape Zone 5 High High/ 

Medium 
 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

 
Landscape Character Sensitivity 
 
Natural factors      
Cultural factors      
Condition/strength of character      
Aesthetic factors      
 
Visual Sensitivity 
 
Visibility      
Viewers      
 
Enhancement/mitigation potential 
 

 
Some potential to mitigate and enhance through 
woodland and hedgerow planting, creation of ponds near 
streams in small valleys, restoration of landfill site 
roadway. 
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Landscape Zone 5 High High/ 

Medium 
 

Medium Medium/ 
Low 

Low 

 
Overall Sensitivity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
Undulating character means the ridges and upper slopes 
are more sensitive visually whilst the lower slopes and 
valleys are more contained. Cultural and natural features 
of high sensitivity in parts. Some potential to mitigate and 
enhance through hedgerow and woodland planting and 
wetland creation and to limit the visual impact on lower 
slopes and in valleys. 
 

 
 
Perceptions/values 
 
Scenic qualities/sense of place      
Tranquillity      
Natural/cultural values      
Function/community values      
Designations      
 
Effects of built development on 
character/value 
 

High potential for impact on natural and cultural features 
in places. Potential for adverse visual impact in some 
locations. 
 

Overall Capacity Rating 
 
      
 
Justification 
 

 
Ridges and upper slopes should be retained as 
landscape buffers/green corridors with the lower slopes 
having opportunities for development. Mitigation and 
enhancement should follow the landform and pattern and 
include historic and wildlife features, allowing integration 
of development with the landscape. 
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5.0       Newton Abbot Study Area 
 
5.1 The study area surrounds Newton Abbot and is within the potential area for growth for 

the town and includes the fringes of Kingsteignton and Kingskerswell. The eastern fringe 
of the study area falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value, which wraps around to 
the north-east and south-east. A Coastal Preservation Area, also identified in the Local 
Plan, covers the Teign Estuary and adjoining slopes to the east of the A380. 

 
5.2 The study area falls within a number of different Landscape Character Areas, as 

identified in the Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment (2009): 
 Under Great Haldon 
 Teign Estuary 
 Breccia Hills 
 Kerswell Farmland 
 Denbury Down 
 Lemon Valley & Ridges 
 Bovey Basin 

 
Nine Landscape Character Types are represented within the study area: 

 3A Upper Farmed and Wooded Slopes 
 3B Lower Rolling Farmed and Settled Slopes 
 1G Open Inland Plateau 
 4G Settled Valley Floors 
 1E Wooded Ridges and Hilltops 
 4D Lowland Plains 
 4A Unsettled Farmed Valley Floors 
 2F Settled Coastal Slopes and Combes 
 4C Estuaries 

 
Twenty one Land Description Units are represented within the study area, indicating the 
variation in landscape character around the fringes of Newton Abbot. 
 

5.3    Due to the size and complexity of the Newton Abbot study area the landscape sensitivity 
and capacity assessment has been presented in a simplified table. Due to the size of the 
area a computer based visibility analysis has not been carried out and the visibility 
analysis is based on field work alone. Figures 9-13 illustrate the Landscape Character, 
Local Designations, Visibility, Sensitivity & Capacity of the study area. Photographs for 
each of the Landscape Character Areas are included: 

 
Under Great Haldon 
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Teign Estuary 

           
 
Breccia Hills 
 

            
 
 
Kerswell Farmland 
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Denbury Down 

               
 
 
Lemon Valley & Ridges 
 

               
 
Bovey Basin 
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6.0      Teignmouth Study Area 
 
6.1 The study area surrounds Teignmouth to the west, north and east and is within the 

potential area for growth for the town. The whole study area, with the exception of zone 2 
falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value and Coastal Preservation Area as defined 
in the Local Plan. 

 
6.2 The study area falls within the Teign Estuary, Haldon Ridge and Dawlish Hinterland 

Landscape Character Areas, as identified in the Teignbridge District Landscape 
Character Assessment (2009). Five Landscape Character Types are represented within 
the study area: 

 2A Steep Wooded Scarp Slopes 
 2B Coastal Slopes and Combes 
 2C River Valley Slopes and Combes 
 2F Settled Coastal Slopes and Combes 
 5A Cliffs 

Five Land Description Units are represented within the study area; 846a, 846b, 847, 
847b, 847g. 
 

6.3 Some of the key characteristics of the three Landscape Character Areas which fall within 
the study area are evident: 
Teign Estuary 

 Open, flat, low-lying estuary landscape with adjacent lower slopes, enclosed by 
steeply rising high rounded hills; 

 Extensive views across expanses of open water and intertidal mudflats from 
estuary edge and adjacent slopes; 

 Patchwork of mainly pastoral fields with mature hedgerows and occasional small 
woodlands; 

 Underlying red soils occasionally visible in ploughed fields, cliffs and hedgebanks; 
 Settlement pattern of large villages, scattered farms, houses and hamlets; 
 Channelled views out to sea framed by the settlements of Teignmouth and 

Shaldon and connecting bridge at the estuary mouth; 
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Haldon Ridge 
 Spectacular panoramic views across adjacent landscapes, east to the coast and west to 

Dartmoor from certain locations along the ridge contrasting with a strong sense of 
enclosure within the woodlands; 

 Patchwork of extensive coniferous forests, mixed and broadleaved woodland 
interspersed with open heathland and occasional pasture; 

 Prehistoric remains including cairns, barrows and hillforts reflecting earlier, unenclosed 
landscape; 

 Network of minor roads, often with tree lined banks; 
 

        
 
Dawlish Hinterland 
 

 Undulating landscape of steep ridges and small river valleys; 
 Strong contrast between the deep red underlying soils, visible within ploughed fields          

and the network of green hedgerows and mature trees; 
 Coastal views from ridges with the Haldon Ridge providing a backdrop;  
 Patchwork of irregular pasture and arable fields, with pattern of medieval field  
 enclosures, delineated by mature hedgerows; 
 Network of sunken, winding lanes; 
 Steep red sandstone cliffs with outlying rocks and stacks, and coastal habitats; 
 Railway and sea wall hugging the coastline, with tunnels through the cliffs; 

 

     
 
6.4 Due to the size of the Teignmouth study area the landscape sensitivity and capacity 

assessment has been presented in table form as for the Newton Abbot area. Figures 14-
19 illustrate the landscape character & local designations, visual analysis, visibility of 
landscape zones, sensitivity & capacity rating for each zone. 
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7.0     Dawlish Study Area 
 
7.1 The study area surrounds Dawlish to the north, west and south and includes the 

landscape around Dawlish Warren. It lies within the potential growth area for the town. 
Most of the area lies within the local designations of Area of Great Landscape Value and 
and/or Coastal Preservation Area as defined in the Local Plan. Zones 6, 7, 8, 11 and 16 
lie outside either of these two designations. 

 
7.2 The study area falls within the Dawlish Hinterland and Exe Estuary & Farmlands 

Landscape Character Areas, as identified in the Teignbridge District Landscape 
Character Assessment 2009.  Five Landscape Character Types are represented within 
the study area: 

 
 2C River Valley Slopes and Combes 
 3B Lower Rolling Farmed and Settled Slopes 
 4C Estuaries 
 4F Coastal Dunes 
 5A Cliffs 

 
Nine Land Description Units are represented within the study area: 847, 847c, 446, 446b, 
446c, 413, 414, 416 & 417. 
 

7.3 Some of the key characteristics of the two Landscape Character Areas which fall within 
the study area are evident: 

 
Dawlish Hinterland 

 Undulating landscape of steep ridges and small river valleys; 
 Strong contrast between the deep red underlying soils, visible within ploughed 

fields and the network of green hedgerows and mature trees; 
 Coastal views from ridges, with the Haldon Ridge providing a backdrop; 
 Patchwork of irregular pasture and arable fields, with pattern of medieval field 

enclosures, delineated by mature hedgerows; 
 Network of sunken, winding lanes; 
 Small woodland blocks and tree-lined rivers  

and streams; 
 Mature parkland and field trees, associated  

with Luscombe Castle; 
 Scattered settlement of hamlets, farmsteads  

and houses with frequent cob, thatch, stone  
and slate and some brick; 

 Steep red sandstone cliffs with outlying rocks  
and stacks and coastal habitats; 

 Railway and sea wall hugging the coastline, 
with tunnels through the cliffs; 

 Overall strong sense of tranquility, locally 
reduced close to coast road/railway and  
edges of towns. 
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Exe Estuary & Farmlands 
 

 Undulating landscape of small river valleys and dividing ridges; 
 Strong contrast between the deep red underlying soils, visible within ploughed fields and 

the network of green hedgerows and mature trees; 
 Estuarine and coastal views from ridges with the Haldon Ridge providing a backdrop; 
 Network of sunken, winding lanes with often dense, high hedgebanks; 
 Tree-lined rivers and streams and occasional old orchards; 
 Mature parkland, veteran trees, gardens, historic buildings and features; 
 Settlement pattern of nucleated villages, hamlets, farms and houses with frequent cob, 

thatch, stone/render and slate and some brick; 
 Open, flat, low-lying estuary landscape with expansive views across open water and 

intertidal mudflats from estuary edge and adjacent slopes; 
 Changing tides and presence of seabirds and waders; 
 Sand spit at Dawlish Warren with sand dunes, coastal grassland and marsh; 
 Steep red sandstone cliffs near Dawlish, with rocky and sand/shingle foreshore, coastal 

scrub and Pine; 
 Railway and sea wall following the estuary shore and cliff base; 
 Small boats, boatyards, moorings, quays and slipways; 
 Variable sense of tranquility, tranquil in inland valleys and parts of the estuary; disturbed 

close to settlements, railway and main roads. 
 

      
 

7.4 Due to the size of the Dawlish study area the landscape sensitivity and capacity 
assessment has been presented in table form as for the Newton Abbot and Teignmouth 
areas. Figures 20-25 illustrate the landscape character & local designations, visual 
analysis, visibility of landscape zones, sensitivity & capacity rating for each zone. 
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Figure 4:  South West Exeter Area - Visibility from Haldon Belvedere
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oFigure 8:  South West Exeter Area - Aerial of Zones
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oFigure 10:  Newton Abbot Area - Visibility of Zones
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oFigure 11:  Newton Abbot Area - Sensitivity of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 12:  Newton Abbot Area - Capacity of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 13:  Newton Abbot Area - Aerial of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 14:  Teignmouth Area - Landscape Character and Local Designations
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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Figure 15:  Teignmouth Area - Computer Visibility Analysis
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oFigure 16:  Teignmouth Area - Visibility of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 17:  Teignmouth Area - Sensitivity of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 18:  Teignmouth Area - Capacity of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 19:  Teignmouth Area - Aerial of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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Figure 20:  Dawlish Area - Computer Visibility Analysis
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oFigure 21:  Dawlish Area - Landscape Character and Local Designations
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 22:  Dawlish Area - Visibility of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 23:  Dawlish Area - Sensitivity of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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oFigure 24:  Dawlish Area - Capacity of Zones
Landscape Sensitivity & Capacity Study
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Study Sheet for Landscape Zones (Desk Study & Field Survey)

LANDSCAPE ZONE NO.  1

Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment 2009: Information

Landscape Character 
Area

Exe Estuary & Farmlands

Landscape Character 
Type

4B Unsettled Marine Levels

Land Description 
Unit

Physiology Landcover Settlement Groundtype Comments 

89 Marine 
Levels
River 
Valleys

Open 
pastures

Meadowland-
small farms

Wet 
meadowland

SW coast 
path (Exeter 
Valley Way),
powerline,
M5, sewage 
works visible 

Physical Landscape Assessment

Geology River & estuarine alluvium

Landform Low-lying, level floodplain below 5m AOD

Landcover/habitats Pasture & wet meadows with seasonal flooding, patches of 
marsh & drainage ditches/channels

Trees and woodlands Trees along roads/tracks, canal & railway. Hedgerow trees & 
open-grown floodplain trees in places

Boundary type Hedgerows & ditches/drains- usually straight, occasional 
winding channels, some post & wire fences

Land Use Pasture, some managed for nature conservation. Industrial 
depot on small part & recreation/leisure- canal, transport-
railway, infrastructure- power line

Historic Landscape Character Medieval enclosures, industrial complex

Archaeological/historic 
features

Canal & wharf, Matford Park Farm, GW railway, drains & 
sluices, Countess Wear Bridge, hedgerows, historic field 
enclosures

Field Pattern/form/size Small-medium, sub-regular

Settlement pattern/form Farm/industrial unit on edge of flood plain otherwise 
characterized by absence of built development. Glimpses of 
sewage work & edge of Exeter housing in places

Building type/materials Stone/brick & tile farm buildings, timber/metal barns, metal 
industrial structures

Transport pattern/type Bounded to south by M5 on embankment/viaduct, A roads to 
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west & north, canal to east & railway divides zone running n-s.
Otherwise farm track & canal towpath within zone.

Condition/strength of 
character

Condition variable, generally good. Mainly extensively managed 
for nature conservation, small area of intensive fields, large 
overgrown hedges, well managed drains. Strong sense of 
floodplain landscape character.

Visual Assessment (Aesthetic)

Scale Medium-large scale, open floodplain fields divided by railway 
embankment/track

Enclosure Open fields with drains, some enclosure from tree 
belts/hedges. Zone enclosed by main roads on embankments

Complexity Simple topography, varied land cover with pasture & marsh,  
hedgerows & tree belts, seasonal flooding

Form & Pattern Level floodplain, sub-regular fields, straight & winding 
hedgerows, tree belts & channels, railway & roads

Colour & Texture Patchwork of green pasture fields with some rough ground and 
marshy areas, seasonal flooding, hedges & trees giving variety

Views & Intervisibility Long views across from canal towpath & from M5 & railway in 
places. Fairly enclosed from other views by main road 
embankments with trees, open to the east towards the Exe 
and edge of Exeter

Distinctive features/landmarks
detractors

Canal to east boundary & river beyond, railway line, main road 
embankments & M5 viaduct. Viaduct, industrial units & views 
to sewage works & power lines detract in places 

Perceptions and Values

Scenic Qualities/Sense of 
Place

Strong sense of character derives from level floodplain pasture 
fields with hedges, trees. Marshy areas, drains & channels, 
canal, nearby river & seasonal flooding indicate strong 
influence of water, giving scenic quality & sense of place, 
eroded to an extent by roads/railway & visible industry/urban 
edge 

Tranquillity Tranquil in pockets of pasture & marsh & by canal, frequently
disturbed by road corridors & railway

Historic & Wildlife values Canal bridge, GW railway, farm buildings. Important for wildlife 
especially birds, wetland habitats, hedgerows

Designations AGLV over whole zone, SSSI over much of zone, County 
Wildlife Site, SPA & Ramsar site (part)

Function/Community values Important setting to Exeter as part of Exe floodplain & for 
recreation (canal towpath & cycleway). Corridor linking estuary 
& wider landscape to city.
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Study Sheet for Landscape Zones (Desk Study & Field Survey)

LANDSCAPE ZONE NO. 2 

Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment 2009: Information

Landscape Character 
Area

Exe Estuary & Farmlands

Landscape Character 
Type

3B Lower Rolling Farmed & Settled Slopes

Land Description Unit Physiology Landcover Settlement Groundtype Comments 

509
Soft Rock 
Uplands

Ancient 
Pastoral 
Farmlands

Clustered 
with estate 
farms

Sandy brown 
soils with 
shallow 
patches

Main roads, 
villages & 
woodlands, 
visual 
relationship 
with Haldon 
Ridge & Exe 
Estuary

Physical Landscape Assessment

Geology Breccias & Sandstones

Landform Elevated ridge between 50 & 82m AOD with steeply sloping 
sides & more gently undulating ridge top

Landcover/habitats Pasture & arable land with small woodlands, hedgerows & 
hedgerow trees

Trees and woodlands Broadleaved woodland & mixed belts along road embankments, 
hedgerow trees

Boundary type Hedgerows – some dense, some gappy, some fences

Land Use Pasture & arable farmland, includes a landfill site, 
telecommunications masts, power line & bordered by main 
roads

Historic Landscape Character Post medieval enclosures, Post medieval enclosures with 
medieval elements, Former orchards, Modern enclosures, Other 
woodland, Park/garden 

Archaeological/historic 
features

Lanes & hedge banks, historic field enclosures, plantation 
associated with Matford Park Farm

Field Pattern/form/size Medium-large, sub-regular

Settlement pattern/form Occasional modern farms & houses on lower slopes close to 
main roads

Building type/materials Brick & tile/slate, metal/timber barns
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Transport pattern/type Modern main roads border zone, narrow winding lanes within 
zone & footpaths

Condition/strength of 
character

Moderate – some erosion of rural character through landfill site, 
masts, power line & gappy hedgerows/hedgerow loss

Visual Assessment (Aesthetic)

Scale Medium - medium/large fields & large area of ridge landform. 
Some smaller fields and narrow lanes

Enclosure Open, expansive ridge top & steep sides. Enclosed in places 
along narrow lanes & close to woodland belts

Complexity Complex topography of indented ridge & steep slopes, 
patchwork of fields, lanes, woods & hedges 

Form & Pattern Undulating topography, sub-regular fields, winding lanes, 
small, irregular woodland blocks, curved main roads

Colour & Texture Patchwork of green pasture & ploughed/cropped arable, 
rougher textures of woods & hedgerows, landfill site

Views & Intervisibility Expansive views from ridge top over Exeter, to Exe estuary & 
Haldon Ridge & surrounding countryside. Some pockets  
enclosed but very intervisible overall

Distinctive features/landmarks
detractors

Landform – ridge top & steep slopes, small woods. Landfill 
site, masts, power line & major roads detract.

Perceptions and Values

Scenic Qualities/Sense of 
Place

Moderate strength of character overall but landform is a very 
strong scenic quality with the steep sided ridge & woods, 
hedges & lanes giving a strong sense of place despite 
detractors

Tranquillity Generally disturbed due to adjacent main roads but tranquil in 
places on ridge top & along lanes

Historic & Wildlife values Historic lanes & hedgebanks. Farmland & hedges/woods of 
wildlife value for birds especially

Designations AGLV over whole zone. County Wildlife Site over part of main 
ridge (Cirl Buntings)

Function/Community values Ridge & steep slopes are very important setting to Exeter. 
Some recreational value (footpaths & lanes).
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Study Sheet for Landscape Zones (Desk Study & Field Survey)

LANDSCAPE ZONE NO.  3

Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment 2009: Information

Landscape Character 
Area

Exe Estuary & Farmlands

Landscape Character 
Type

3B Lower Rolling Farmed & Settled Slopes

Land Description Unit Physiology Landcover Settlement Groundtype Comments 

509
Soft Rock 
Uplands

Ancient 
Pastoral 
Farmlands

Clustered 
with estate 
farms

Sandy brown 
soils with 
shallow 
patches

Main roads, 
villages & 
woodlands. 
Visual 
relationship 
with Haldon 
Ridge & Exe 
estuary

Physical Landscape Assessment

Geology Breccias & Sandstones

Landform Gently undulating valley with low ridges rising to 40-50m AOD

Landcover/habitats Arable & pasture land with occasional hedgerows & tree belts, 
small stream/drain

Trees and woodlands Broadleaved & mixed belts along main road embankments, 
some hedgerow trees

Boundary type Hedgerows & post & wire fences, some gappy hedges

Land Use Arable & pasture farmland, bounded by main roads in part

Historic Landscape Character Modern enclosures, Former orchards

Archaeological/historic 
features

Matford Barton Listed building, farm buildings & cottages, 
earthwork (burial mounds, SAM), hedgebanks

Field Pattern/form/size Medium – large, sub-regular

Settlement pattern/form Scattered farmsteads & houses

Building type/materials Stone & tile, render & tile/slate, brick & tile, metal/timber barns

Transport pattern/type Narrow lanes cross & border, main roads to south & west, 
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footpaths to north & west corner
Condition/strength of 
character

Moderate – some erosion of rural character through loss of or 
gappy hedges, modern materials in some houses & barns, main 
roads.

Visual Assessment (Aesthetic)

Scale Medium – medium/large fields, open views across valley & 
open ridges but narrow lanes & more intimate in west & east 
corner 

Enclosure Mainly open but more enclosed to west and east corner & in 
narrow enclosed lanes

Complexity Relatively simple topography & land cover, broken to an extent 
by hedges & lanes

Form & Pattern Gently undulating topography, sub-regular fields, 
straight/curving roads

Colour & Texture Patchwork of green pasture & ploughed/cropped arable, fairly 
smooth with rougher textures of hedges & tree belts

Views & Intervisibility Open views across valley to nearby ridges & hills, valley 
relatively contained in wider landscape.

Distinctive features/landmarks
detractors

Tree belts, stream in canalised corridor, major road boundaries
& some modern farm buildings detract

Perceptions and Values

Scenic Qualities/Sense of 
Place

Moderate strength of character – some gappy hedges & 
unsympathetically sited farm buildings & new roads erode rural 
character but scenic quality arises from the enclosing hills & 
ridges, patchwork of fields & hedges

Tranquillity Tranquil in pockets but frequently disturbed by main roads & 
widened lane

Historic & Wildlife values Earthwork remains, historic farmhouse & buildings, lanes & 
hedgebanks

Designations AGLV over whole zone, SAM on ridge, Listed building (Matford 
Barton)

Function/Community values Footpaths, otherwise limited recreational value, not a major 
part of the city setting. Link from city to wider countryside to 
west.
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Study Sheet for Landscape Zones (Desk Study & Field Survey)

LANDSCAPE ZONE NO. 4

Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment 2009: Information

Landscape Character 
Area

Exe Estuary & Farmlands

Landscape Character 
Type

3B Lower Rolling Farmed & Settled Slopes

Land Description Unit Physiology Landcover Settlement Groundtype Comments 
509 Soft Rock 

Uplands
Ancient 
Pastoral 
Farmlands

Clustered 
with estate 
farms

Sandy brown 
soils with 
shallow 
patches

Main roads, 
villages & 
woodlands. 
Visual 
relationship 
with Haldon 
Ridge & Exe 
Estuary

Physical Landscape Assessment

Geology Breccias & Sandstones

Landform Undulating ridges & valley, gently rolling ridge tops, some steep 
sides to valley

Landcover/habitats Pasture & arable land with woodland, hedgerows, small stream 
& lake

Trees and woodlands Broadleaved/mixed woodland, Hedgerow trees

Boundary type Hedgerows, generally dense & tall

Land Use Pasture & arable farmland, nursery, lake & woodland, industrial 
area to west, bounded by main roads

Historic Landscape Character Park/garden, Modern enclosures, Other woodland, Post 
medieval enclosures

Archaeological/historic 
features

Peamore cottage Listed building & part of historic Peamore 
House park. Fishpond, plantations & farm, Little Silver cottages, 
remnant of Kenbury House park to south, earthworks (SAM)

Field Pattern/form/size Large-medium, sub-regular

Settlement pattern/form Farmsteads & houses & industrial area by main road

Building type/materials Stone & slate, render & slate, brick/render & tile, metal clad 
industrial buildings
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Transport pattern/type Modern main roads border zone, narrow winding lanes & 
footpath within

Condition/strength of 
character

Moderate-High -condition generally good & strong sense of 
character except where eroded by industrial area & main roads

Visual Assessment (Aesthetic)

Scale Medium – large/medium fields and some expanses on ridge 
top but more folded & wooded on valley sides with smaller 
fields

Enclosure Moderate & variable – open ridge top & more enclosed valley 
with woodland hedgerows & lanes

Complexity Quite complex – folded topography, patchwork of fields, 
woods, lanes & hedges

Form & Pattern Undulating topography, sub-regular fields, winding lanes & 
irregular woodlands, curving roads

Colour & Texture Patchwork of green pasture & ploughed/cropped arable, 
smooth water, rougher textures of woodland & hedges

Views & Intervisibility Some distant views to neighbouring ridges & Haldon to west, 
more enclosed in valley

Distinctive features/landmarks
detractors

Landform – ridges & valley with woodland on steep slopes. 
Historic farmsteads & cottages feature. Industrial area & main 
roads detract

Perceptions and Values

Scenic Qualities/Sense of 
Place

Moderate-strong character. Scenic quality of folded landform & 
valley with woods, fields, lake & historic buildings give a strong 
sense of place.

Tranquillity Tranquil in parts away from main roads but frequently 
disturbed, roads are sometimes open with no embankment or 
planting

Historic & Wildlife values Earthwork remains, historic farm buildings & cottages, lanes & 
hedgebanks, lake. Woods & hedgerows of wildlife value

Designations AGLV over whole zone, SAM (earthworks), Listed building 
(Peamore Cottage)

Function/Community values Footpath & historic interest of Peamore estate, otherwise 
limited.
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Study Sheet for Landscape Zones (Desk Study & Field Survey)

LANDSCAPE ZONE NO. 5

Teignbridge District Landscape Character Assessment 2009: Information

Landscape Character 
Area

Exe Estuary & Farmlands

Landscape Character 
Type

3B Lower Rolling Farmed & Settled Slopes

Land Description Unit Physiology Landcover Settlement Groundtype Comments 
509 Soft Rock 

Uplands
Ancient 
Pastoral 
Farmland

Clustered 
with estate 
farms

Sandy brown 
soils with 
shallow 
patches

Main roads, 
villages & 
woodlands. 
Visual 
relationship 
with Haldon 
Ridge & Exe 
Estuary

Physical Landscape Assessment

Geology Breccias & Sandstones

Landform Gently undulating ridges & valleys between 10 & 50m AOD. 
Some steep slopes to valley sides. 

Landcover/habitats Pasture & arable land with small woods, hedgerows & 
hedgerow trees, small streams & springs

Trees and woodlands Broadleaved woodland & mixed belts along main road 
embankments, hedgerows & occasional field trees

Boundary type Hedgerows, some dense, some gappy, some post & wire 
fences

Land Use Pasture & arable farmland, includes road to landfill site, small 
area of industrial use, bordered by main roads, power line 
crosses

Historic Landscape Character Post medieval enclosures, Post medieval enclosures with 
medieval elements, Former orchards, Modern enclosures, 
Park/garden

Archaeological/historic 
features

Earthworks (SAM) – remains of historic settlement, old quarry, 
lanes & hedgebanks, farm buildings & 19th century house 
(Trood), plantation associated with Matford Park Farm

Field Pattern/form/size Medium-large, sub-regular

Settlement pattern/form Scattered farmsteads & houses in valleys & on lower slopes

Building type/materials Stone & slate, render & slate/tile, brick & tile, timber/metal clad 
barns/industrial buildings
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Transport pattern/type Modern main roads border zone to the north. Narrow winding 
lanes & footpaths within zone

Condition/strength of 
character

Moderate – some erosion of rural character through landfill site 
road, industrial use & power line, main roads & gappy 
hedgerows/hedgerow loss

Visual Assessment (Aesthetic)

Scale Medium- medium/large fields, more intimate in valleys & 
narrow lanes with some smaller fields

Enclosure Moderate & variable – open ridges & enclosed valleys & folds, 
enclosed narrow lanes & woods

Complexity Complex topography of ridges  & valleys/folds, some steep 
slopes, patchwork of fields, lanes, woods & hedges

Form & Pattern Undulating topography, sub-regular fields, widing lanes, small, 
irregular woodland blocks, curved roads

Colour & Texture Patchwork of green pasture & ploughed/cropped arable,
rougher textures of woods &  hedgerows

Views & Intervisibility Expansive views from upper slopes & open ridges over Exeter 
& countryside to south west. Some enclosed valley areas but 
fairly intervisible

Distinctive features/landmarks
detractors

Landform – undulating ridge & valley form with roads & 
hedges. Power line, main roads & industrial site are detractors.

Perceptions and Values

Scenic Qualities/Sense of 
Place

Moderate strength of character overall & scenic quality. 
Landform gives scenic quality & sense of place with views to 
Exeter & historic farms, lanes & hedges. Detractors reduce 
rural character to an extent.

Tranquillity Generally disturbed due to surrounding main roads but tranquil 
in pockets in valleys & lanes

Historic & Wildlife values Earthwork remains, historic farm buildings, lanes & 
hedgebanks, farmland, hedgerows & woods of wildlife value

Designations AGLV over whole zone, SAM – earthwork/settlement

Function/Community values Important as part of setting of Exeter, particularly upper slopes 
& ridges. Some recreational value (footpaths & lanes).
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Teignbridge District Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study 2013
Appendix B (Based on Desk study & Field survey)

Newton Abbot Study Area

Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

1 High Medium Floodplain character sensitive, natural & cultural sensitivity-
watermeadow, barton fields; high visibility from surrounding high ground,
part of setting to Newton Abbot, limited mitigation potential, land-raising 
would be required

Low

2 High Very sensitive natural & cultural features-woodland, medieval 
enclosures, wetland/water, semi- improved grassland; high/medium
visibility, with elevated woodland prominent, setting to Newton Abbot & 
Wolborough, public amenity & recreation 

Low

3 High Medium Strong rural character, high visibility ridge & valley, setting to Newton 
Abbot, natural & cultural sensitivity-hedgerows, former orchard; some 
mitigation potential on lower slopes

Medium Low

4 High Medium Strong rural character, very sensitive cultural features-Wolborough 
Barton, post- medieval enclosures, orchard, hedgerows; high visibility 
open, rolling land, setting to Newton Abbot & Wolborough.

Medium Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

5 High Very strong setting feature to Newton Abbot & Wolborough, very 
sensitive cultural feature-Wolborough Church, post-medieval 
enclosures, former orchards, trees, semi-improved grassland; highly
visible hillside, public amenity & recreational asset.

Low

6 Medium Rural & urban fringe characteristics, some natural & cultural sensitivity-
medieval & post-medieval enclosures, hedgerows; some visual 
enclosure & potential to mitigate development on lower slopes

Medium

7 High Medium Strong rural character, setting to Abbotskerswell, high visibility of upper 
slopes, some mitigation potential of lower, natural & cultural sensitivity-
medieval enclosures based on strip fields, former orchard, hedgerows

Medium Low

8 High Medium Mainly rural with some urban fringe characteristics, high visibility to 
hilltop, more limited to lower slopes with some mitigation potential, 
natural & cultural sensitivity-cave & historic quarry, substantial areas of 
woodland, medieval & post-medieval enclosures, hedgerows

Medium Low

9 Medium Rural & urban fringe characteristics, variable visibility, limited on lower 
slopes with potential for mitigation, sensitive natural & cultural features-
woodland, trees, hedgerows. Upper slopes visually sensitive.

Medium
(reducing to Low 
when current 
permission 
completed)
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

10 High Medium Highly visible, prominent open ridge, setting to East Ogwell village & 
Ogwell Cross, strong rural character, sensitive natural & cultural 
features-medieval enclosures based on strip fields, hedgerows 

Low

11 Medium Moderate visibility with some potential for mitigation, rural & urban fringe 
character, sensitive natural & cultural features-medieval enclosures, 
woodland, hedgerows; part is public access land.

Medium

12 High Strong rural character, very sensitive natural & cultural features-
woodland, parkland, watermeadow, semi-improved grassland, medieval 
& post-medieval enclosures, hill fort & quarries; public access land, 
amenity & recreational asset, high visibility upper slopes, grading to 
enclosed valley, setting to Newton Abbot.

Low

13 High Medium Highly visible prominent open ridge, setting to Newton Abbot & Lemon 
valley, strong rural character, sensitive natural & cultural features-
medieval & post-medieval enclosures, hedgerows.

Low

14 Medium Relatively visually enclosed, rural & urban fringe character, part of 
setting to Newton Abbot, some sensitive natural & cultural features-
medieval enclosures based on strip fields, hedgerows.

Medium
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

15 High Medium Historic parkland character, strong, sensitive cultural &natural features-
trees, woodland belts, limited visibility in wider landscape but potential 
for mitigation limited without loss of the park feature.

Low

16 High Highly visible, prominent open ridge, setting to Newton Abbot & 
Highweek Church, strong rural character, high sensitivity of cultural & 
natural features-medieval & post-medieval enclosures, former orchard, 
park/garden, semi-improved grassland, hedgerows

Low

17 Medium Rural & urban fringe character, limited visibility of lower slopes with 
some potential for mitigation, sensitive natural & cultural features-
parkland, trees, post-medieval enclosures with medieval elements, 
hedgerows

Medium

18 High Floodplain/marsh character, very sensitive natural & cultural features-
marshland, semi-improved grassland, post-medieval enclosures, 
woodland with old field boundaries, stover canal & basin, historic 
railway, causeway & bridge; highly visible from Newton Abbot & 
important to setting, land-raising would be required, public amenity & 
recreational asset.

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

19 High Medium Part of natural floodplain, modified by mineral workings, high visibility 
from surrounding hills & important to the setting of Newton Abbot & 
Kingsteignton, sensitive natural & cultural features-river Teign, 
woodland, stover canal & historic bridge/buildings; Some potential on 
previously developed industrial area, elsewhere would require land 
raising & landscape restoration to provide floodplain function desirable.

Medium Low

20 High Medium Part of natural floodplain, modified by mineral workings, high visibility 
from surrounding hills & important to setting of Newton Abbot & 
Kingsteignton, sensitive natural & cultural features-woodlands, ponds,
historic quarries, wetlands, old field boundaries, medieval field 
enclosures based on strip fields; recreation and public amenity.

Medium Low

21 Medium Low Restored mineral site with some remaining natural features to the 
boundaries-pond, hedgerows & trees; Limited visibility. Potential for 
mitigation.

High Medium

22 Medium Part falls within natural floodplain, part on higher ground, modified by 
mineral workings, some sensitive natural & cultural features-River Teign, 
ponds, woodland, old field boundaries, former orchards, historic 
quarries; part of wider setting of Newton Abbot, visible from high ground.

Medium
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

23 High Medium Mainly rural character with some urban influences, valley with limited 
visibility, part in flood zone meadows, sensitive natural features-
woodland, hedgerows, stream.

Medium Low

24 High Medium Majority of zone is highly visible ridge slopes, modified by mineral 
extraction, part of setting to Kingsteignton & wider Bovey Basin, some
sensitive natural features-woodland, ponds. Lower slopes have less 
visibility and potential for mitigation.

Medium Low

25 High Highly visible ridge & slopes, strong rural character, sensitive natural & 
cultural features-woodland & streams associated with Ugbrooke Park 
estate, former orchard, medieval enclosures based on strip fields, 
hedgerows.

Low

26 High Series of ridges & valleys, ridges highly visible including from estuary to 
south, setting to Kingsteignton & Teign Estuary, very strong rural 
character, very sensitive natural & cultural features-woodland, streams, 
historic buildings, hedgerows, medieval enclosures based on strip fields.

Low

27 High Medium Highly visible prominent hill, important in views from estuary & setting to 
Kingsteignton, numerous viewers, mainly strong rural character with 
some urban influences to north west, modern enclosures, some 
sensitive natural & cultural features-hedgerows, trees, historic buildings.

Medium Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

28 High Medium Highly visible small hill adjacent estuary & important to its setting, strong 
rural character despite crossing road & railway, forms part of shoreline, 
some sensitive natural & cultural features-hedgerows & trees, Hackney 
wharf remains. Modern enclosures.

Low

29 High Estuary marshes, meadows & river channels, visual setting to Newton 
Abbot & Kingsteignton, highly visible from surrounding hills, unsuitable 
for development without major land raising/reclamation, highly sensitive 
natural & cultural features-marshes, streams, River Teign, meadows, 
woodland, post-medieval enclosures, Hackney Canal; numerous 
viewers, public amenity & recreation

Low

30 High Part of natural floodplain with open grassland (racecourse), reclaimed 
land, railway, highly visible from surrounding hills & important setting to 
Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton, potential for re-flooding, sensitive 
natural & cultural features-River Teign, trees, Hackney Canal, historic 
bridges; public amenity asset.

Low

31 High Highly visible hillside above Teign Estuary with woodland feature, 
important to setting of Newton Abbot (Milber) & estuary, strong rural 
character despite adjacent development, sensitive natural features-
woodland, hedgerows, medieval enclosures based on strip fields, post-
medieval enclosures.

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

32 High Highly visible open ridge slopes above the Teign Estuary, strong rural 
character, very important setting to estuary, sensitive natural & cultural 
features-shore, woodland, hedgerows, medieval & post-medieval 
enclosures, former orchards, historic tracks.

Low

33 High Medium Elevated ridge slopes highly visible from west, part of setting of Newton 
Abbot (Milber/Buckland), some urban influences but also sensitive 
natural & cultural features-trees, hedgerows, post-medieval enclosures, 
prehistoric remains (hillfort); recreation. Mature trees which form skyline 
have potential to provide mitigation if retained.

Medium Low

34 High Medium Wooded ridge & slopes on side of narrow valley, prominent in views 
from west & part of setting of Newton Abbot (Milber/Buckland), public 
amenity, sensitive natural feature-woodland

Low

35 High Open ridges & slopes, high visibility from west, strong rural character, 
setting of Newton Abbot (Milber), very sensitive cultural & natural 
features-Milber hillfort (prehistoric remains), woodland, hedgerows, 
park/garden, medieval enclosures based on strip fields.

Low

36 High Open ridge & slopes, high visibility, strong rural character, setting to 
Coffinswell, sensitive natural & cultural features-hedgerows, orchards, 
medieval enclosures based on strip fields.

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

37 High Medium Highly visible slopes above the Aller Valley, some sensitive natural 
features among restored mineral workings-woodland, ponds, woodland 
with old field boundaries; part wooded & open setting/break to Newton 
Abbot (Milber) & Kingskerswell, parts of quarries still active.

Low

38 High Medium Fields, woodland & active quarry on prominent slopes above 
Kingskerswell, high visibility, some sensitive natural & cultural features-
woodland, hedgerows, medieval enclosures based on strip fields

Low

39 High Very strong rural character, setting of village of Coffinswell, visually 
enclosed in rural landscape, sensitive natural & cultural features-
streams, hedgerows, historic buildings, former orchards, post-medieval 
enclosures

Low

40 High Steeply sloping ridge & slopes above the Aller Valley, setting to 
Kingskerswell, strong rural character, some sensitive natural & cultural 
features-woodland, hedgerows, post-medieval enclosures

Low

41 High Medium Slopes above the Aller Brook adjacent Kingskerswell with some urban 
influences, visually enclosed with some potential for mitigation, some 
sensitive natural & cultural features-stream, mature trees, hedgerows, 
medieval enclosures based on strip fields, post-medieval enclosures

Medium Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

42 High Steeply sloping valley sides & open ridge, strong rural character, visually 
enclosed valley floor & highly visible ridges/upper slopes, sensitive 
natural & cultural features-medieval enclosures based on strip fields, 
post-medieval enclosures, historic buildings, hedgerows, mature trees.

Low

43 High Prominent ridges & slopes. Mainly strong rural character, highly visible, 
setting to Kingskerswell, sensitive natural & cultural features- trees, 
hedgerows, medieval enclosures based on strip fields.

Low

44 Medium Sloping ground adjacent Kingskerswell & A380 with some urban 
influences, limited visibility with some potential for mitigation, limited 
sensitive features-post-medieval enclosures, hedgerows.

Medium

45 High Medium Gently sloping valley side, rural character strong despite proximity to 
Kingskerswell, high visibility from surrounding high ground with pockets 
more enclosed adjacent urban area, sensitive natural & cultural 
features-streams, mature trees, hedgerows, medieval enclosures based 
on strip fields & medieval strip enclosures, post-medieval enclosures.

Medium Low

46 High Medium Gently sloping valley side, strong rural character, high visibility from 
surrounding high ground with pockets more enclosed adjacent urban 
area, sensitive natural & cultural features-medieval & post-medieval 
enclosures, woodland, hedgerows, orchards.

Medium Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

47 High Prominent ridges & slopes, high visibility, part of rural setting to Torbay, 
sensitive natural & cultural features-orchards & former orchards, 
medieval enclosures, woodland with old field boundaries.

Low

48 High Intimate valley, very strong rural character, setting of North 
Whilborough, sensitive natural & cultural features-orchards & former 
orchards, mature trees, hedgerows, medieval enclosures, historic 
buildings.

Low

49 High Prominent ridge/series of hills, setting to Kingskerswell, highly visible, 
public amenity & recreation (common/access land), detracting features 
of power lines & landfill to north west with some potential for 
enhancement/restoration, highly sensitive natural & cultural features-
semi-improved grassland/downland, woodland, hedgerows, historic 
buildings & quarries, medieval & post-medieval enclosures.

Low

50 Medium Gently sloping ground adjacent railway above Aller Brook, relatively 
visually enclosed with some views to/from edge of Kingskerswell, some 
sensitive natural & cultural features-orchard, post-medieval enclosures, 
hedgerows.

Medium

51 High Medium Part of Aller floodplain, fairly visually enclosed with some urban 
influences, development would require some land raising, sensitive 
natural & cultural features-river, watermeadows, hedgerows, mature 
trees, former orchards, post-medieval enclosures.

Medium Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

52 High Prominent ridge above River Lemon. High visibility, sensitive natural and 
cultural features-archaeology (barrows/cairns), historic buildings, mature 
trees, hedgerows, woodland, former orchards, orchards, parkland, 
medieval & post-medieval enclosures.

Low

53 High Medium Gently undulating slopes, large, open fields highly visible, parts more 
enclosed, overall contained within valley, some urban influences, Seale 
Hayne College and other historic buildings, pylons, some potential for 
enhancement, some sensitive natural and cultural features-hedgerows, 
former orchards, medieval enclosures based on strip fields, historic 
buildings.

Medium Low

54 High Prominent ridge of hills between Lemon Valley & Bovey Basin, high 
visibility, sensitive natural and cultural features-streams, hedgerows, 
mature trees, woodland, historic buildings, orchards & former orchards, 
medieval & post-medieval enclosures.

Low

55 Medium Prominent raised landform in places, modified landform of active quarry 
with industrial buildings, potential for enhancement through restoration, 
some sensitive natural features-regenerating young woodland & heath.
Part of setting of Newton Abbot, visible from high ground.

Medium Low

56 Medium Low Largely developed area of modern retail & leisure complex, limited 
visibility due to enclosing landform & woodland, some sensitive views 
from Dartmoor, some sensitive natural and cultural features-woodland 
belts, post-medieval enclosures.

Medium Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

57 Medium Mixed broadleaved/coniferous woodland, some urban influences-pylons 
& leisure, relatively enclosed visually but with some highly sensitive 
views from Stover House/Park and Dartmoor, some potential for 
enhancement, some sensitive natural and cultural features-streams, 
ponds, woodland with old field boundaries.

Medium

58 Medium Largely developed area of modern buildings/leisure (caravan) park, 
sensitive views from Stover Park otherwise enclosed, some potential for 
enhancement, some sensitive natural features-mature trees, tree belts.

Medium Low

59 High Medium Gently sloping grassland & woodland occupied by golf course, some 
urbanising influence but features of former historic parkland remain & 
forms part of setting & views from Stover Park/House, relatively visually 
enclosed, some sensitive natural and cultural features-woodland, tree 
belts, stream, ponds.

Low

60 High Medium Gently sloping mixed farmland & mixed & broadleaved woodland, former 
historic parkland, setting to Stover House/Park, strong rural character, 
moderate visibility, sensitive natural and cultural features-parkland, 
streams, ponds, historic buildings/structures, woodland with old field 
boundaries, former orchard, medieval & post-medieval enclosures.

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

61 High Medium Gently undulating mixed farmland & woodland, strong rural character 
overall with some urban influences-pylons, nursery, relatively contained 
visually, sensitive natural and cultural features-medieval & post-
medieval enclosures, former orchards, orchards, streams, ponds, 
hedgerows.

Medium Low

62 High Medium Includes part of Teign floodplain & gentle slopes above, some 
urbanising influences through leisure development & pylons, some 
potential for enhancement, visible from high ground, sensitive natural 
and cultural features-River Teign, meadows, streams, ponds, 
hedgerows, mature trees, canal & railway, former orchards, medieval 
enclosures.

Medium Low

63 High Medium Fields around historic village of Preston, gently sloping above floodplain, 
visible from high ground, relatively enclosed from near views, setting to 
village, sensitive natural and cultural features-historic buildings, River 
Teign, meadows, mature trees, former orchards, woodland with old field 
boundaries.

Medium Low

64 Medium Prominent raised landform in places, modified landform of active 
quarries with industrial buildings, potential for enhancement through 
restoration, highly visible from high ground, some sensitive natural 
features-woodland, regenerating young woodland & heath.

Medium
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

65 Medium Former quarry, relative visual enclosure from A380 & surrounding 
housing, some sensitive natural and cultural features-regenerating 
young woodland, historic quarry.

Medium

66 High Steep sided valley & ridge, very strong rural character, mainly visually 
enclosed though ridges visually prominent, detractors (A road & power 
lines) have limited impact, numerous sensitive natural and cultural 
features-ancient woodland, streams, meadows, old orchards, historic 
buildings, hedgerows, medieval enclosures based on strip fields.

Low

67 High Medium Gently undulating hills & slopes, setting of East Ogwell, strong rural 
character, generally fairly enclosed but panoramic views to Dartmoor 
from Green, sensitive natural and cultural features-ancient woodland, 
hedgerows, mature trees, old orchards, historic buildings, historic quarry 
& limekiln, medieval enclosures, medieval enclosures based on strip 
fields.

Medium Low

68 High Steep sided hills with strong rural character, setting to South Knighton & 
Ingsdon, views to Dartmoor, Lemon Valley, Seale Hayne, sensitive 
natural and cultural features-woodland, hedgerows, mature trees, 
historic buildings & quarry, medieval, post medieval and modern 
enclosures, former orchards.

Low

69 High Highly visible sloping ground adjacent the estuary, strong rural character 
despite presence of A380 & railway, historic farmstead, orchard and inn 
with modern hotel & caravan park, sensitive natural feature-hedgerows, 
mature trees, shoreline marshes, modern field enclosures.

Low
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Teignbridge District Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study 2013
Appendix C (Based on Desk study & Field survey)

Teignmouth Study Area

Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

1 High Steeply sloping valley side with scrub woodland & trees. Post-medieval 
enclosures with medieval elements. High visibility from valley slopes to 
the north, estuary and south shore/slopes, limited views from east and 
west. Part of the setting to Teignmouth. Very limited mitigation potential 
if developed due to steep slopes. Adjacent to urban area & currently 
provides some mitigation to harsh urban edge and potential to increase 
mitigation as woodland matures.

Low

2 High Medium Low-lying valley bottom grasslands with playing fields, lines of trees & 
hedges. Modern enclosures. Northern field has high visibility from north, 
and retains the rural character of the valley to the north. Southern field is 
of more limited visibility from the estuary to the south and slopes to the 
north and east & is more influenced by adjacent urban character. Forms 
part of the setting of Teignmouth. The southern field has now been 
developed (2012/13) for retail/industrial use.

Medium Low

3 High Steep valley side, strong rural character. Modern enclosures & medieval 
enclosures based on strip fields. High visibility from north towards Little 
Haldon & south east in part from estuary, limited from east and west.
Important separating open landscape between Teignmouth & 
Bishopsteignton.

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

4 High Steep valley sides & narrow valley bottom. Very strong rural character of 
fields & hedgerows. Medieval enclosures & modern enclosures. 
Archaeological evidence of post-medieval buildings (crop marks) & 
watermeadows, 19th century leat. Important setting to Teignmouth & 
separating open landscape between Teignmouth & Bishopsteignton. 
High visibility over most of the zone from north towards Little Haldon & 
from south & estuary.

Low

5 High Elevated ridge & slopes, strong rural character of fields & hedgerows. 
Medieval enclosures, archaeological interest (prehistoric settlement/crop 
marks) along ridge. High visibility from north, south and east. Important 
part of the rural setting to Teignmouth.

Low

6 High Elevated, open slopes below Little Haldon. Strong rural character of 
hedgerows & fields. Medieval enclosures & modern enclosures, public 
footpath. High visibility from south across Teign estuary.

Low

7 High Medium Strong rural character of fields & hedgerows, mature trees & small 
woods. Stream system of steeply sloping upper Coombe valley slopes. 
Medieval enclosures, former orchard, recreational land & modern 
enclosures. Archaeological interest- site of limekiln, Buddleford Farm &
Venn Manor sites, historic buildings at Venn Farm & Coombe. High 
visibility of upper slopes from Teignmouth, Teign estuary & Shaldon, 
lower pockets less visible & more enclosed. Important to setting of 
Teignmouth & includes public open space (LNR) & historic buildings.

Medium Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

8 High Strong rural character of fields & hedgerows, mature trees. Modern 
enclosures, former orchards, woodland and rough ground. Elevated & 
steeply sloping ridge & ridge sides with high visibility from Teignmouth, 
Teign estuary & Shaldon. Important part of rural setting of Teignmouth.

Low

9 High Medium Elevated, steeply sloping ridge & upper ridge slopes. Mixed woodland in 
part & mature trees in small fields & large gardens with large properties. 
Woodland with old field boundaries, post-medieval enclosures. Semi-
rural, wooded character, important to setting of Teignmouth. Highly 
visible from Teignmouth, Teign estuary & Shaldon. Small pockets are 
screened by trees & woodland, but these would need to be retained 
along with the large garden character.

Low

10 High Rural character of open fields, hedgerows & trees. Elevated steeply 
sloping ridge & upper ridge slopes. Post-medieval enclosures, medieval 
enclosures based on strip fields & modern enclosures. Archaeological 
interest –potential prehistoric earthworks/enclosures & ‘Down Stone’ 
road marker. Prominent ridge with high visibility from Teignmouth, Teign 
estuary, Shaldon & Ringmore and from the open countryside to the 
north. Important part of rural setting to Teignmouth & forms a buffer to 
the open rural landscape to the north.

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall Capacity 
Rating

11 High Strong rural character of fields, hedgerows, mature trees & copses. 
Medieval enclosures based on strip fields, post-medieval enclosures & 
modern enclosures. Archaeological interest- possible site of prehistoric 
funerary monument. Open, elevated ridge & ridge slopes. High visibility 
from Teignmouth, Teign estuary & Shaldon in part and from Holcombe & 
rural landscape to the north to north facing slopes. Pockets of lower 
slopes with more limited visibility. Very important to setting of 
Teignmouth & Holcombe & part of open landscape separating the two.  

Low

12 Medium Rural character of fields & hedgerows with mature trees, on lower 
slopes of ridge. Medieval enclosures based on strip fields. Limited 
visibility in wider landscape due to built development to south, west & 
east. 

Medium

13 High Rural character of small fields, hedgerows & woodland with small 
coastal coombe & large properties in large gardens.  Post-medieval 
enclosures, some historic buildings. Visible from the coast & sea. 
Mature trees & narrow coombe limit visibility of buildings within the zone, 
but loss of trees & hedges would open up visibility dramatically and 
should be avoided. 

Low

14 High Very steep, high coastal cliffs with coastal scrub & bare rock, railway line 
& SW Coast Path to base along beach & small recreation area. 
Archaeological interest-site of limekiln & WWII Battery. Highly visible 
from sea, shore, SW Coast Path, Teignmouth prom & The Ness. 
Important natural setting to Teignmouth & for ecology, geology & historic 
interest of railway. 

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

15 High Parkland, gardens & cliff-top meadows. Medieval enclosures & historic 
buildings & gardens. Important for public amenity, footpaths & SW Coast 
Path. High visibility from sea, Teignmouth prom, Shaldon & The Ness. 
Important to the setting of Teignmouth.

Low
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Teignbridge District Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study 2013
Appendix D (Based on Desk study & Field survey)

Dawlish Study Area

Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

1 High Steep sandstone cliffs and rocky foreshore with coastal scrub and 
marine habitats . High visibility, from sea, beach, coast path & railway.
Part of the setting to Dawlish. Very limited mitigation potential if 
developed due to steep slopes & rocks. Railway line & tunnels are 
dramatic man-made features, otherwise development is limited to small 
breakwaters.

Low

2 High Open cliff top fields with strong rural character. Part of setting of 
Holcombe & Dawlish & relatively narrow open break. High visibility from 
sea, road and coast path.  Hedgerows with occasional trees, medieval &
post-medieval field pattern. Very limited mitigation potential.

Low

3 High Deeply folded ridge and valley landscape with strong rural character of 
fields, hedgerows, mature trees & copses. Medieval & post-medieval
field pattern, with some modern enclosures, former orchard land and
historic farm buildings. Archaeological interest (prehistoric enclosures).
Open, elevated ridges with high visibility from coast and sea and public 
footpaths. Intimate & enclosed within the narrow valleys. Important 
setting to Holcombe and Dawlish, separating open landscape. Urban 
edge would benefit from some enhancement.

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

4 High Valley & slopes of Dawlish Water. Strong rural character. Strong historic 
interest of Registered parkland and gardens at Luscombe Castle & 
Stonelands House with historic buildings and mature trees, also part of 
Dawlish Conservation Area (Newhay Park). Medieval & post-medieval 
enclosures. Important part of setting to Dawlish. Intimate and enclosed, 
occasional views into from high ground.

Low

5 High Open rounded ridge tops with steep slopes. Small to medium pasture 
fields with hedgerows and mature trees. Medieval & post-medieval field 
pattern with some modern enclosures & former orchards. Archaeological 
interest (possible prehistoric barrows and/or post-medieval beacon at 
Gatehouse Hill). Highly visible from the coast and Exe estuary and high 
inland ridges, as well as from footpaths and the urban area. Important 
part of landscape setting to Dawlish. Some urban influences including 
telecommunications mast and harsh urban edge in places with potential 
for enhanced integration.

Low

6 High Medium Gently undulating, relatively open rural landscape of medium sized, 
mixed arable & pasture fields. Modern enclosures with some former 
orchards & medieval enclosures. Archaeological interest (prehistoric 
enclosures). Hedgerow boundaries with some mature trees. Occasional 
farmsteads with historic & modern farm buildings. Enclosed by the wider 
landform with occasional views from surrounding hills and ridges & local 
roads. Part of the rural setting of Dawlish, with potential for 
enhancement. 

Medium Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall Capacity 
Rating

7 Medium Low lying, gently undulating rural landscape of small arable & pasture 
fields with hedgerows & mature trees. Historic farmstead at Gatehouse 
& Secmaton & occasional modern houses. Modern enclosures & former 
orchard land. Adjacent urban area exerts some influence on rural 
character. Limited visibility due to enclosing landform, with some 
potential for enhancement.

Medium 

8 High Medium Prominent low ridge in surrounding low lying landscape with hospital 
complex set within a designed landscape. Large buildings within 
spacious grounds with some historic interest in the institutional design.
Mature trees, copses and hedgerows bounding surrounding fields.
Modern enclosures. Archaeological interest (possible medieval 
settlement). High visibility from surrounding high ground, nearby roads 
and urban area. Potential for mitigation & enhancement. Low density 
development character and well treed appearance should be 
maintained.

Medium Low

9 Medium Gently undulating valley sides of the Shutterton Brook. Large 
arable/pasture fields with hedgerows and woodland. Modern enclosures
& former orchard land. Nearby urban area to the south and east,
including housing, industrial and retail uses affect the rural character in 
the west part of the zone, with rural character maintained to the east.
Part of the rural setting to Dawlish Warren, but with limited visibility 
except from nearby high ground. Potential for mitigation and 
enhancement.

Medium
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

10 High Undulating landscape rising to prominent hillside with large, mainly 
arable fields bounded by hedgerows with mature trees. Strong rural 
character. Historic farmstead at Shutterton. Modern enclosures & former 
orchard land. High visibility from nearby hills and roads. Open, with 
some steep slopes & limited potential for mitigation.

Low

11 High Medium Gently undulating rural landscape with scattered, mainly modern 
development of individual houses along narrow lanes, farms and 
nurseries with glasshouses & polytunnels. Medium sized, arable & 
pasture fields with hedgerows, mature trees and occasional copses. 
Modern & post-medieval enclosures. Occasional historic farm buildings. 
Fairly open, with views across from surrounding high ground.

Medium Low

12 High Medium Undulating landscape rising to prominent hillside with small to medium 
grassland fields with hedgerows and mature trees. Modern enclosures.
Rural character with large leisure (caravan & camping) development,
farm & pockets of housing. Visibility from high ground to the west, 
otherwise fairly limited. Some potential for mitigation & enhancement.

Medium Low

13 High Prominent hillside with steep east and north facing slopes. Dominated 
by mixed woodland with small to medium sized pasture fields in places. 
Modern & post-medieval enclosures & former orchard land. Historic 
buildings at Cofton Church & Eastdon House. Narrow lanes, cluster of 
nurseries near Cockwood. High visibility from Exe estuary, coast path, 
Cockwood Marsh and high ground to west and south, however wooded 
character means potential for mitigation is also high. Landscape setting 
to Cockwood/Westwood.

Low
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

14 High Gently sloping coastal strip with medium sized pasture fields and 
parkland at historic Eastdon House. Post-medieval enclosures & former 
orchard land. Bounded by hedgerows with occasional trees. Minor road 
and main line railway follow the shore, small village at Eastdon with 
historic & modern buildings. Visible from Exe estuary and coast 
path/road/railway though low lying areas are screened from the estuary. 
Open landscape break between Dawlish Warren and Cockwood.

Low

15 High Sand spit of sand dunes and coastal grassland with sandy beach,
coastal marsh & mudflats, projecting across the mouth of the Exe 
estuary. Holiday resort development and golf course on dunes, with 
railway separating from the village of Dawlish Warren. High visibility 
from sea and estuary, beach, coast path and railway. Very limited 
mitigation potential due to shifting dunes & open character.

Low

16 High Medium Hilltop slopes almost surrounded by holiday and housing development 
within Dawlish Warren. Small grassland fields enclosed by hedgerows 
and trees. Medieval enclosures. Important setting and open space to the 
settlement. Highly visible from Exe estuary and high ground to the north.
Small area of land where limited development would result in loss.

Low

17 Medium West facing slopes of hillside. Medium sized grassland fields with 
mature hedgerows and trees. Medieval enclosures. Rural character 
influenced by development to west and north. Visible from high ground 
within the urban area to the west, otherwise enclosed from views. Some 
mitigation and enhancement potential.

Medium
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Zone Overall
Sensitivity Rating

Justification Overall
Capacity Rating

18 High Medium Hilltop and west facing slopes. Medium sized grassland fields with 
mature hedgerows and trees. Medieval enclosures. Rural character 
influenced by development to west and amenity use. Part of setting to 
Dawlish Warren. Visible from high ground within the urban area to the 
west, from local road and the trees and hedgerows from the sea. Some 
mitigation and enhancement potential.

Medium Low

19 High Open cliff top fields with strong rural character and scattered 
development. Part of setting of Dawlish Warren & Dawlish, relatively 
narrow open break. High visibility from sea and coast path, to a lesser 
extent from the road. Pasture fields with hedgerows and occasional 
trees, medieval field pattern with some post-medieval enclosures. Very 
limited mitigation potential.

Low

20 High Steep sandstone cliffs with sandy beach and rocky foreshore with 
coastal scrub and marine habitats. High visibility from sea, beach, coast 
path & railway. Part of setting to Dawlish Warren & Dawlish. Very limited 
mitigation potential if developed due to steep slopes & rocks. Railway 
line is a dramatic man-made feature, otherwise development is limited to 
small breakwaters. 

Low
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